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1. Introduction 

Nowadays, all-optical signal processing is an extensively investigated area of 
optical communication technologies, which enables operation at bit rates above Tbit/s. The 
physical background behind the modern all-optical switches, multiplexers, de-multiplexers 
and routers are in vast majority optical nonlinearities, often evolving in highly-nonlinear 
(HN) optical fibers [1–3]. Realization of an all-optical switching device in a simple fiber 
format is one of the great challenges of the nonlinear fiber optics which holds promise for 
many applications that require very compact and very fast optical switching free from 
free-space optics and electric currents. The use of the fiber format also allows potential 
straightforward integration into fiber-based communication systems. However, the interest 
in nonlinear switching reaches beyond the telecommunication field. An all-optical switch 
is an indispensable building block of optical RAM and optical logic - the main enabling 
elements of a digital optical computer. Moreover, various regimes of switching, routing, or 
(de)multiplexing performance can be of interest in modern ultrafast laser systems. 

Among a vast number of proposed schemes [4–6], nonlinear directional coupler 
(NLDC) [7] is one of the simplest and most widely studied concepts. NLDC for all-optical 
signal switching was first introduced in the early 1980s [7,8]. Since then, considerable 
attention has been devoted to a deeper theoretical analysis and optimization of the device 
performance in dual-core (DC) optical fibers [9]. A promising demonstration of ultrafast 
nonlinear switching was performed utilizing femtosecond pulses in the normal dispersion 
region of the step-index silica optical fiber coupler [10]. The main limitations of ultrafast 
all-optical switching in conventional silica fiber NLDCs are relatively high optical powers 
required for signal redirection and the pulse temporal breakup leading to degradation of the 
switching performance as well as of the signal itself [11].  

In order to prevent signal degradation, Trillo et al. suggested utilization of temporal 
solitons due to their resistance to weak perturbations [12]. Even though the subject has 
been treated extensively on a theoretical level, practical potential of the concept was 
limited due to the tight requirements imposed on the dispersion, coupling and nonlinear 
characteristics that are not accessible in conventional fiber structures. A new impetus was 
gained by the development of photonic crystal fiber (PCF) approach. PCF technology 
offers extended possibilities for fiber dispersion tailoring, nonlinearity boosting and simple 
realization of multi-core structures [13,14]. Utilization of DC PCFs as nonlinear directional 
couplers thus opens a new space for enhancing and controlling of soliton-based switching.  

Generation of 3D spatiotemporally localized solitons, so-called light bullets (LBs), 
has constituted a frontier in nonlinear optics since their theoretical prediction [15]. Only 
recently, LBs were experimentally demonstrated for the first time in special multi-core 
waveguide [16]. Compared to complex quasi-3D multi-core structure, utilization of 
dual-core scheme represents the simplest case with reduced degree of freedom. Therefore, 
studies using simplified DC approach could yield better insight into propagation processes 
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underlying soliton self-trapping mechanism. Moreover, since only two cores are involved, 
optimized DC PCF has potential also for high-contrast soliton switching. 

Employing PCF structures, numerous theoretical works analyzed soliton-based 
NLDC possibilities, for example in terms of designing asymmetric couplers [17], utilizing 
highly-nonlinear glass [18] or suggesting Tbit/s rate all-optical logic components [19,20]. 
On the other hand, the few experimental attempts in quest of demonstration of solitonic 
NLDC approach were rather unsuccessful, mainly due to non-controllable multicolor 
generation which is inherently present during the nonlinear propagation in PCF [21,22]. 
The complex pulse evolution and effects underlying solitonic propagation scenario, 
therefore, call for a more thorough analysis of the DC propagation in the extended 
temporal-spectral-spatial domain. 

The aim of this work is to study nonlinear transformation of ultrafast femtosecond 
laser pulses in DC PCFs with focus on all-optical switching performance. The study is 
conducted both by experimental and numerical approach. The experimental part is 
dedicated to a detailed investigation of solitonic multi-wavelength nonlinear switching in a 
specialty square-lattice DC PCF. The influence of fiber length and input pulse parameters 
on pulse evolution and observed switching behavior is analyzed. Numerical model based 
on coupled generalized nonlinear Schrödinger equations is employed to aid better 
understanding of underlying optical processes. Based on obtained experience and insights, 
a novel ultrafast nonlinear switching concept based on soliton self-trapping is proposed in 
the next step. A systematic numerical study, starting from the basic fiber design 
optimization up to the detailed analysis of nonlinear switching possibilities is performed. 
The fiber design optimization is performed in parameter space that allows also for the 
practical realization of the presented concept. The proposed fiber holds a high application 
potential allowing for efficient ultrafast switching of sub-nanojoule pulses at over-Tb/s 
data rates requiring only about few-centimeter fiber length. In addition, the suggested 
concept has significant space for further performance improvement by thorough 
optimization of the employed DC structure. 

2. Methodology 

2.1 Experimental setup 

In the frame of experimental work, a complex setup enabling selective fiber core 
excitation and registration was developed and constructed. The scheme of utilized 
experimental setup is depicted in figure 1. The examined dual-core PCF was excited by 
pulses from a complex femtosecond laser system. The system consists of an 
ytterbium-doped potassium gadolinium tungstate (Yb:KGW) oscillator-preamplifier unit 
(Pharos-SP, Light conversion), home-made ytterbium calcium fluoride (Yb:CaF2) 
regenerative amplifier and home-made double pass Potassium Titanyle Arsenate (KTA) 
based optical parametric amplifier (OPA) tuned to 1650 nm. The system delivers 100 fs 
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(FWHM) pulses at 3.7 kHz repetition rate with maximum pulse energy at the level of 
10 µJ. However, in the case of our study, the maximal applicable pulse energy was limited 
by the fiber facet damage threshold, which was empirically estimated to be around 100 nJ 
(measured before in-coupling optics). To ensure that the fiber was not damaged during the 
experiments, the maximal pulse energy limit was set to 60 nJ. 

 
Figure 1. Scheme of the utilized experimental setup and a typical IR camera image. Labelling of the 

characteristic polarization directions and output cores (U – upper, L – lower) is indicated. 

Input radiation intensity and polarization were controlled with a pair of half-wave 
plates (휆/2) and a Glan polarizer inserted between them. Laser radiation was coupled into 
the DC PCF through a 40× microobjective attached to a 3D translation stage enabling 
selective excitation of individual fiber cores. The second 50× microobjective was used to 
magnify and image the DC PCF output near-field distribution either on the collection fiber 
of the NIR spectrometer (NIR Quest, Ocean Optics) or on the chip of a NIR camera 
(Xeva 512, Xenics) by inserting additional mirror into the output beam path. The camera 
was used for verification of fiber single-core excitation at low power levels. In the case of 
output spectral measurements, movable iris aperture was used to ensure the selective 
radiation collection from individual fiber cores. Auxiliary lens was used to refocus 
radiation after the iris onto the collection fiber. All presented spectra were measured with 
200 ms integration time and 5× averaging.  

2.2 Numerical model 

For the simulations of nonlinear propagation of ultra-short laser pulses in DC PCFs, 
we employ a numerical model based on coupled-mode theory [9], that was developed in 
our working group. Evolution of femtosecond pulse along the DC waveguide structure can 
be described by a pair of coupled generalized nonlinear Schrödinger equations (GNLSE) in 
the retarded time frame 푇 
휕퐴( )
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where 퐴 is the amplitude of the electric field, superscript 푟 = 1, 2 indicates the fiber core 
and 푧 is the propagation distance. First two terms of eq. (1) are associated with the phase 
and group velocity difference between the cores of the fiber, respectively. Next three terms 
are the expansions of the spectrally dependent fiber optical losses 훼 propagation constant 훽 
and coupling coefficient 휅 around the pulse carrier frequency 휔 , respectively. The last 
term describes nonlinear processes in the fiber, where 훾 = 푛 휔 /(푐퐴 ) is the nonlinear 
parameter, 푐 is the speed of light and 퐴  is the effective mode area. The optical shock 
wave timescale 휏  models the dispersion of the fiber nonlinearity [23]. Both 
experimentally determined instantaneous Kerr and delayed Raman response of the fiber 
glass are included in the material nonlinear response function 푅 , while   is the small 
contribution coefficient of cross-phase modulation effect.  

The utilized modal parameters, such as 훽 or 퐴 , are characteristics of artificial 
single-core structures. These structures were created and analyzed by adding an air hole at 
the position of the opposite core, following the size and periodicity of surrounding 
microstructure. The equations (1) are solved utilizing symmetric split-step Fourier method 
enabling efficient transition between the frequency and retarded time frame domain. The 
fiber linear characteristics are evaluated by means of eigenmode analysis of the complex 
DC and artificial single-core structures in the spectral range of 0.5 – 3.5 μm. The 
calculated values are then inter- and extrapolated on the whole frequency window grid 
used in the nonlinear simulations. This way the full spectral dependence of the fiber linear 
parameters can be included during the calculation of a linear step in the frequency domain.  

3. Nonlinear redirection of spectrally-shifted solitons 

Experimental demonstration of nonlinear switching of femtosecond pulses at 
telecommunication C-band in DC PCF was performed for the first time by Betlej et al. 
[18]. However, this work considered only narrowband switching at excitation wavelength 
and nonlinear spectral broadening was considered as detrimental effect decreasing the 
switching efficiency. The spectral broadening, which is often present during the nonlinear 
propagation, calls for a more complex analysis in the extended temporal-spectral-spatial 
domain. Following this motivation, the ultrafast nonlinear switching performance studies 
were initiated previously in our working group using a specialty square-lattice 
multicomponent DC PCF. With pumping in the anomalous dispersion region in the optical 
communication O-band, Lorenc et al. firstly demonstrated soliton fission propagation 
scenario in this fiber [22]. Later on, Bugar et al. showed the possibility of 
polarization-controlled redirection of dispersive wave between the fiber cores [24]. Most 
recently, Koys et al. demonstrated potential of this fiber as a compact NLDC for 
non-excitation wavelengths in the near-infrared (NIR) spectral region [25]. The following 
section is devoted to practical investigation of ultrafast pulse propagation in the same fiber 
with focus on the spectrally-shifted switching under optimized excitation conditions. 
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3.1 Investigated fiber 

The study is performed on a specialty DC PCF made of an in-house synthesized, 
multicomponent silicate soft glass PBG01 [26]. The fiber has microstructure with a square 
geometry consisting of 9×9 capillaries with lattice pitch Λ ≅ 2 µm and air hole diameter 
푑 ≅ 1.4 µm (Figure 2). The advantage of the square-lattice geometry in comparison to the 
hexagonal one is the enhancement of the coupling length contrast between the two 
characteristic polarization directions (with regard to the inter-core axis) in the NIR region. 

 
Figure 2. Scanning electron microscope (SEM) image of the whole cross-section of investigated DC PCF (a) 
and detail on the slightly asymmetric microstructure (b). Labeling of fiber cores and polarization directions as 

considered in experiment (U-upper, L-lower) is indicated. 

Fiber linear properties were investigated by means of eigenmode analysis based on 
the microstructure SEM image (Figure 2b) and Sellmeier coefficients of PBG01 glass 
provided by fiber manufacturer. Dispersion curves of the DC PCF supermodes and fibers 
coupling length 퐿  characteristics are depicted in figure 3.  

 
Figure 3. Numerically calculated dispersion curves of the DC PCF supermodes (a) and the corresponding DC 

PCF coupling length spectral characteristics for the X- and Y-polarized radiation (b). 
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For the experimental studies, new excitation wavelength of 1650 nm was chosen. It 
lies between the dispersion peaks of the symmetric anti-symmetric supermode pair. Thus, 
it effectively experiences nearly flat dispersion, considering all 4 curves. Choosing the 
excitation wavelength within the flattened peak area of fiber dispersion curve boosts up the 
onset of solitonic processes. In addition, it reduces the impact of third-order dispersion, 
which is very advantageous from the point of view of stability of the generated solitonic 
pulses. Combined anomalous and flattened dispersion character enables effective spectral 
broadening already on a millimeter propagation scale. At the same time, the coupling 
length decreases with rising wavelength. Therefore, employment of excitation wavelengths 
deeper in the NIR region may yield similar switching behavior in considerably shorter 
samples than in the previous studies under 1300 nm excitation [25]. Decreasing the 
required fiber length is not important only from the compactness point of view, but helps to 
minimize the detrimental impact of relatively high optical losses (~50 dB/m) of DC PCF.  

3.2 Results and discussion 

Numerical simulations might be used to study the nonlinear propagation of ultrafast 
pulses and help a great deal in identification and understanding of the underlying physical 
processes. Therefore, the numerical model based on coupled GNLSE has been revised and 
refined in the scope of this work in order to improve its accuracy. We use our numerical 
model to study the propagation scenario under applied experimental conditions. The 
numerical results are then confronted with the experimentally obtained data. 

3.2.1 Propagation mechanism 

We analyze the basic character of excitation pulse evolution along the investigated 
dual-core structure with focus on the spectrally-shifted switching and its dependence on 
propagation distance. For brevity, only excitation of upper core with X-polarized pulses 
will be presented. However, the general qualitative nature of pulse propagation scenario in 
the fiber remains the same also for orthogonal polarization or lower core excitation.  

Already moderate excitation energies at the level of 15 nJ are sufficient to support 
soliton formation on relatively short propagation distances (< 50 mm) in the investigated 
DC PCF. Figure 4 shows the soliton fission propagation scenario under excitation by 20 nJ 
pulse along the 50 mm fiber length. The excitation conditions correspond to soliton order 
푁 ≅ 3.75. After the initial phase associated with pulse temporal compression and spectral 
broadening, the high-power soliton is firstly generated predominantly in the excited 
(upper) core at the propagation distance of 12.5 mm. In the following phase, soliton breaks 
up into its fundamental constituents which then continue to propagate through the fiber 
separately. Two additional minor pulse-like features are visible on the leading side of the 
formation. The broad low-intensity feature branching out on the leading edge corresponds 
to faster, blue-shifted dispersive wave(s) propagating in the linear regime. 
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Figure 4. Simulated dual-core temporal and spectral evolution of X-polarized, 20 nJ, 100 fs pulse propagating 

along 50 mm fiber length in a low-order solitonic regime.  

With increasing input pulse energy, initial pulse compression distance 푧  
decreases while soliton 푁 order grows. For 50 nJ excitation pulse, which is reaching the 
level of our experimental maximum, the initial soliton generation points shifts closer to the 
fiber input end (Figure 5). The soliton is initially generated predominantly in the excited 
core after 6.5 mm propagation distance. The soliton number increases to 5.94. After the 
soliton fission, pulse energy splits into four main solitonic features as well as low-intensity 
non-solitonic background. The dominant solitonic component carrying the highest portion 
of the energy slowly trails behind the rest of the formation due to the Raman soliton 
self-frequency shift (SSFS) towards the longer (slower) wavelengths. The temporal 
separation of individual solitonic components increases with propagation distance. In 
addition, the individual components oscillate between the cores with slightly different 
period. Differences in propagation speed and coupling length are both indications of 
diverse spectral content of separate solitonic pulses. 

 
Figure 5. Simulated dual-core temporal and spectral evolution along 50 mm fiber length for X-polarized, 

100 fs, 50 nJ pulse representing the experimental input pulse energy limit.  
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3.2.2 Soliton switching – longitudinal evolution  

In the next step, systematic experimental investigation of nonlinearly induced fiber 
output intensity redistribution between the cores was performed with the aim to 
demonstrate optimized soliton-based nonlinear switching. Fiber samples were kept as short 
as possible for the sake of compactness and minimization of losses. The initial fiber length 
in the experiments was 5 mm, which corresponded to the minimal soliton compression 
distance predicted numerically for the maximal applied input energy level. The length of 
investigated samples was then gradually increased. For every fiber length, output spectrum 
dependence on input pulse energy was measured individually for both the output ports, 
orthogonal polarization directions and individual single-core excitations.  
 Measured output spectra were further post-processed in order to obtain a detailed 
picture about the intensity redistribution of different spectral features. For the sake of better 
visualization of narrowband switching possibilities, results are presented in the form of 
excited core output spectral intensity normalized to the overall spectral intensity registered 
from the both cores. Such graphs provide comprehensive information about redistribution 
of spectral intensity between the cores, where values above 0.5 indicate dominancy of 
spectral features in the excited (upper) core while lower values indicate dominancy in the 
non-excited (lower) core. Figure 6 utilizes this representation to illustrate intensity 
redistribution under different excitation energy levels for 5 mm and 10 mm fiber sample. 

 
Figure 6. Excited core output spectral intensity normalized to overall spectral intensity registered from the 
both cores for 5 mm (a) and 10 mm (b) fiber sample. Upper fiber core was excited with 100 fs, X-polarized 

pulses. 

For 5 mm sample, inter-core spectral intensity distribution plots generally have a 
smooth character as a result of a smooth pulse spectral profile before the soliton fission 
point. The dominancy of excited core is obvious with vast majority of the plots having 
values above 0.5 (equilibrium). However, a dip in the spectral intensity distribution plots is 
formed around excitation wavelength 휆  for the higher input pulse energies. This 
indicates a gradual transfer of central spectral energy part around  휆  into the opposite 
core, while the spectral sidebands remain dominant in the excited core. Nonlinearly altered 
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coupling leads to 16 dB switching in the vicinity of 휆  (1680 nm) for 5 nJ vs. 55 nJ 
excitation. However, the switching performance is not ideal with regard to the switching 
symmetry. Only a slight dominancy of spectral intensity in the non-excited core at 55 nJ 
was registered in contrast to the clear dominancy of the excited core at 5 nJ.  

For longer 10 mm sample, relative distribution of spectral intensity between the 
cores has more structured character and is better balanced between the cores. The fission 
process evolving after the initial compression distance gives rise to new switching 
possibilities at wavelengths shifted from the excitation one. Only moderate switching at the 
level of 5 dB at 휆  remains for 5 nJ vs. 55 nJ excitation. However, for 15 nJ vs. 35 nJ 
excitation, new possibility of simultaneous switching at 1800 nm and 1570 nm emerges 
with 8 dB and 6 dB extinction ratio contrast, respectively. The switching direction between 
the cores is different for red- and blue-side switching wavelengths. With the increase of 
input pulse energy, wavelengths around 1800 nm are being redirected from the non-excited 
to the excited core. In contrast, wavelengths around 1570 nm are switched in the opposite 
direction, which is hardly accessible in the normal dispersion region. 
 The observed switching behavior can be viewed in terms of wavelength dependent 
inter-core oscillations of individual solitonic features that were generated in the soliton 
fission as described in section 3.2.1. The change of input pulse energy affects the onset of 
soliton fission, number, spectral content and relative intensity of the individual solitonic 
components generated in the fission. The coupling period of the separate pulses is then 
dependent on their spectral content as seen in figure 5. Knowing the dependence of 
coupling length on the wavelength, the intended switching performance is controllable by 
the fiber length and pulse energy. As a result, switching of designated wavelength can be 
achieved by the pulse energy control for a given fiber length, which constitutes a 
wavelength-tunable nonlinear switch. 

In order to observe soliton-based nonlinear switching at non-excitation 
wavelengths, one needs a fiber long enough to support soliton fission propagation scenario 
at both lower and higher input pulse energy levels. In our experiments, upper energy level 
is limited by the fiber facet damage threshold to input pulse energies below 60 nJ. 
According to numerical simulations, minimal input pulse energies leading to notable 
spectral broadening via soliton fission are around 20 nJ. The initial compression distance 
for 20 nJ pulse is at the level of 12 mm. Therefore, fiber samples shorter than 12 mm are 
predicted not to be sufficient to observe switching with considerable contrasts. On the 
other hand, it is reasonable to keep the fiber length at the lowest possible level because 
longer fibers will suffer from excessive losses. Our experimental study confirmed the 
above presented numerical analysis and the minimal fiber length supporting high-contrast 
switching at non-excitation wavelengths was identified as 14 mm.  
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3.2.3 Soliton switching – performance at optimized conditions 

For fiber with optimized length of 14 mm, the top performance was observed for 
spectral channels around 1560 nm and 1730 nm. The switching was supported at both 
polarizations thus enabling possibility of polarization control. Upon lower pulse energy 
excitation level, the X-polarization results in dominancy of the excited core at the shorter 
wavelengths (Figure 7a), while the Y-polarization at the longer wavelengths (Figure 7b). 
Increasing the input pulse energy, both spectral channels become more pronounced in the 
non-excited core, supporting the nonlinear spectrally-selective switching. 

 
Figure 7. Ratio of output spectral intensity between the excited (upper) and non-excited (lower) core in the 

whole area of spectral broadening at increasing input pulse energy for X- (a) and Y-polarization (b). 

True-switching performance in the short-wavelength channel was demonstrated 
upon fiber excitation with X-polarized radiation (Figure 7a), when the maximal extinction 
ratio contrast of about 9 dB was achieved at 1560 nm in the telecommunication C-band. A 
nonlinear spectrally-selective switching operation can be obtained under X-polarized 
excitation with an extinction ratio contrast of 14 dB. In this case, increasing the input pulse 
energy from 20 nJ to 50 nJ results in switching between a blue-shifted signal dominant in 
the upper core to the red-shifted signal dominant in the lower core. However, this 
performance requires employment of a long-pass filter at least behind the lower fiber 
output port to suppress the short wavelength part of spectrum.  

In the case of Y-polarization (Figure 7b) and longer-wavelength channel, overall 
extinction ratio contrast of 14.5 dB was demonstrated with true-switching character 
exchanging the dominancy of the two output ports. In addition, simultaneous 
true-switching at 1540 nm with extinction ratio contrast of 6 dB and same switching 
direction is available. Using appropriate narrowband filters behind the both output ports 
(U – 1730 nm, L – 1560 nm), the nonlinear spectrally-selective switching with slightly 
lower overall extinction ratio contrast of 12 dB is available. Compared to the 
X-polarization case, the switching takes place in a reversed manner; from a red-shifted 
signal dominating the excited core to a blue-shifted signal in the non-excited core. 
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It is worth mentioning that besides the switching performance, complex 
multi-solitonic dual-core propagation offers also redistribution of the dominant solitonic 
pulses with different spectral contents into the different output ports. One clear example of 
this performance is visible in figure 7a for 35 nJ excitation (blue-dashed curve). Here, the 
blue-side spectral feature dominates in the excited core, while the red-side feature prevails 
in the non-excited core. The extinction ration contrast between these two features reaches 
13 dB. Moreover, this spatial splitting of the few-cycle soliton-like pulses takes place 
advantageously in coherent manner, because the split pulses are derived from the same 
initial pulse entering one single port of the dual-core PCF. Such operation would be useful 
in the area of ultrafast photonics where the high-contrast spatial separation of broadband 
pulses of different spectral content is required, for example, for synchronization of 
two-color femtosecond oscillators in the field of sub-femtosecond pulse synthesis [27].  

4. Soliton self-trapping switching 

In this part we will analyze and show that NLDC operation at 푧 /퐿 ≈ 1 may lead 
to novel, interesting style of optical switching based on soliton self-trapping. We will 
firstly introduce the proposed switching concept and its basic aspects. Following that, we 
will perform optimization of HN DC PCF structure design with regard to the practical 
feasibility of the fiber and analyze the switching performance it offers.  

4.1 Soliton self-trapping switching concept 

Pulse self-trapping can be viewed in terms of so-called light bullets [15], i.e. highly 
spatiotemporally localized solitary waves. The concept represents highly interesting 
fundamental question and has been researched for decades [28–33]. Despite intensive 
research, the first experimental demonstration of 3D LBs was performed only recently in 
the hexagonal array of evanescently coupled single-mode fibers [16]. The fiber array 
represents a quasi-3D system with discrete 2D transverse coordinate and the inter-fiber 
coupling plays a role of diffraction. The mechanism responsible for LB formation can be 
viewed in terms of nonlinearly-inhibited coupling between the excited waveguide and 
surrounding structure, leading to the pulse self-trapping in the central waveguide. The LBs 
were found to have a rich propagation dynamics with limited existence range. The 
existence range of LBs is limited mainly by perturbing effect of intrapulse SSFS and 
self-steepening. Compared to multi-core approach, DC fibers represent a significantly 
simplified case with reduced degree of freedom allowing for easier interpretation and 
optimization of the self-trapping mechanism. The key aspect of our approach is the 
possibility of energy-controlled self-trapping of the pulse in the both individual cores of 
the fiber. Selective soliton self-trapping opens a way for the demonstration of novel 
highly-efficient switching schemes, not accessible in multi-core fiber system. 

Even standard CW NLDC as proposed by Jensen [7] is in fact a self-trapping-based 
device. However, in this case we talk only about unidirectional self-trapping of a CW beam 
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in the excited core of the fiber. The low intensity CW signal is transfer to the non-excited 
core (cross channel) at 퐿  propagation distance while the high intensity signal is trapped in 
the excited-core (bar channel) thanks to the nonlinearly-inhibited coupling. In the case of 
pulsed operation, time-dependent intensity profile of propagating radiation leads to more 
complex light-matter interaction. The initial compression distance 푧 , at which the 
maximal temporal compression and spectral bandwidth is reach, decreases with rising 
input pulse energy. At the same time, pulse temporal compression dynamically increases 
the pulse peak power, which in turn decreases the coupling efficiency.  

The main idea behind the self-trapping switching is that under a lower energy pulse 
excitation, the maximal pulse compression is reached at 푧  that is slightly longer than 
퐿 , i.e. in the non-excited core. Upon energy increase of input pulse, 푧  decreases 
below 퐿  and the maximal compression point is reached still in the excited core. In both 
cases, the pulse peak intensity at the compression point reaches a level that efficiently 
inhibits further coupling and pulse continues to propagate in the respective core. Switching 
of self-trapped solitons thus takes place when 푧  reaches values comparable to DC 
fiber coupling length 

푧 ≈ 퐿 .      (2) 
Relative magnitudes of fiber’s soliton period and coupling length are crucial for 

observed switching behavior. The higher relative 푧 /퐿  ratios require higher soliton 
orders to fulfill the condition (2). Critical soliton number 

푁 = 2 	     (3) 

represents an approximate soliton number of input pulse that is required to switch 
the soliton generation point from the non-excited to excited fiber core. Operation at too 
high critical soliton orders 푁  is not desirable due to excessive pulse breakup. On the other 
hand, the self-trapped soliton switching is not accessible for 푧 /퐿 < 1 since the soliton 
will be always created in the excited core even for the lowest 푁 values. 

4.2 DC PCF designing 

The key condition enabling the self-trapped soliton switching concept is the 
comparable magnitude of the fiber coupling length and soliton period. Therefore, we target 
a DC structure with	1 < 푧 /퐿 < 10. Beside this conceptual condition, the following 
practical aspects were considered while designing the suitable DC structure: 
 Proposed structure should be HN in order to allow for nonlinear switching at low pulse 

energies accessible without complex, high-power femtoseconds laser systems and to 
prevent the damage of the fiber input facet. 

 Coupling length should be kept at millimeter range for the sake of device compactness 
and to minimize the influence of high inherent optical losses of DC PCFs. However, 
too short 퐿  values would not be practical with regard to the device handling and 
preparation. Decreasing 퐿  also increases power level required for soliton switching. 
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 Complexity of the basic microstructure geometry should be kept minimal. Even though 
more exotic DC structures can be employed to provide extended tailoring possibilities 
of fiber guiding characteristics, inter-core coupling is rather sensitive to structure 
asymmetry. More complex microstructure geometries are more technologically 
challenging, harder to control throughout the manufacturing process and thus more 
prone to structural irregularities.    

The HN soft glass PBG08 with well investigated linear and nonlinear properties 
was considered for designing of the dual-core fiber [34–36]. PBG08 is a 
lead-bismuth-gallium-oxide glass with improved transmission in the NIR region suitable 
for crystallization-free fiber drawing using the stack-and-draw method [34]. Nonlinear 
refractive index of this soft glass is 푛 = 4.3 × 10  m2/W [34], which is almost 
20-times higher than for fused silica and one of the highest values among the oxide glasses 
[37]. In addition, PBG08 has more than three-times lower relative Raman contribution 
coefficient than silica [36], which is beneficial for the stability of the self-trapped solitons. 
To boost the fiber nonlinearity even more, microstructure with the characteristic 
dimensions on the single micrometer scale was targeted. With respect to the practical 
feasibility of the designed structure, the simplest geometry with a uniform dual-core 
hexagonal lattice with 5 outer hole rings was employed (Figure 8a - Inlay). 

 
Figure 8. a) Fiber coupling length 퐿  at 1550nm for vertical polarization as a function of main geometrical 

parameters of the microstructure. 퐿  values at the mesh-points were calculated based on the numerical 
simulations while the intermediate values were interpolated. Inset: Schematic design of the proposed DC 

microstructure. b) Calculated 푧 /퐿  ratio at 1550 nm for the vertically polarized symmetric supermode of 
the DC structure. Values at the mesh-points were calculated based on the numerical simulations while the 

intermediate values were interpolated. Points where 훽 > 0 (normal dispersion) were omitted. 

Structures with different combinations of lattice pitch Λ and hole diameter 푑 values 
were considered. Linear properties of the proposed DC structures were investigated by the 
commercial eigenmode solver MODE Solutions™ utilizing material dispersion of PBG08 
glass [35]. For brevity, only data for vertical polarization (in accordance to the DC 
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microstructure orientation in figure 8) are presented. Figure 8a shows the dependence of 
the fiber 퐿  on the lattice pitch and hole diameter for the excitation wavelength of 
1550 nm. 1550 nm is the proposed switching wavelength selected in order to put our 
approach in the context of optical information processing. For targeted dimensional range, 
it is evident that influence of hole size on the coupling length is much stronger that the 
influence of lattice pitch. Aiming for the 1	mm < 퐿 < 10	mm, the acceptable range of 
hole diameter is between 0.9 µm and 1.1 µm.  

Assuming excitation by 100 fs hyperbolic secant pulse at 1550 nm, soliton period 
푧  was calculated utilizing the numerically evaluated 훽  of the individual DC 
supermodes. Figure 8b depicts the soliton period vs. coupling length ratio 푧 /퐿  for the 
symmetric supermode of vertical polarization. Fiber’s 푧 /퐿  ratio decreases slowly with 
decreasing lattice pitch and drops down quickly with increasing hole diameter. The 
qualitative nature of results is similar also for anti-symmetric supermode, with 
anti-symmetric mode yielding slightly higher values.  

To achieve condition (2) for the desired hole size 0.9	μm < 푑 < 1.1	μm, structure 
with high air filling factor (푑~Λ) is required. However, PCFs with high air filling factor 
are generally harder to control during the drawing process and are more prone to structural 
collapse and geometrical irregularities. Since the symmetry is essential for the energy 
coupling in the fiber, structures with 푑/Λ > 0.8 were excluded from consideration. Finally, 
fiber design with 푑 = 1	μm  and Λ = 1.3	μm  having acceptable 푑/Λ ≅ 0.77  and           
푧 /퐿 	≅ 6 was chosen as a compromise between all relevant criteria. Figure 9a shows 
the dispersion curves of all four dual-core supermodes of the structure. Coupling length 
spectral characteristics for both orthogonal polarizations are depicted in figure 9b. Based 
on calculated parameters at 1550 nm, soliton switching level of 푁 ≈ 5 is predicted. The 
corresponding critical switching power 푃  is approximately 1.56 kW for horizontal and 
1.3 kW for vertical polarization. For 100 fs (FWHM) hyperbolic secant pulse, this 
corresponds to pulse energy of 177 pJ and 148 pJ, respectively. 

 
Figure 9. Numerically calculated dispersion curves of all four supermodes of the proposed dual-core 

structure (a) and corresponding coupling length spectral characteristics for two orthogonal polarizations (b). 
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4.2 Results 

Series of nonlinear simulations based on presented numerical model was performed 
for both orthogonal polarizations with input pulse energy 퐸  starting at 10 pJ and 
gradually rising with step of 1 pJ. Excitation by a 100 fs (FWHM) hyperbolic secant pulse 
typical for the mode-locked fs oscillators is assumed. 

4.2.1 Vertical polarization 

Single-core excitation by 10 pJ pulses yields practically purely linear propagation 
for the both polarization orientations. Influence of nonlinear effects grows with increasing 
input pulse energy and solitonic processes become significant only for 퐸  > 100 pJ. In 
the case of vertical polarization, the lowest excitation energy leading to generation of 
relatively stable soliton that continues to propagate in the non-excited core is 121 pJ. For 
energies up to 138 pJ, the initial soliton generation point remains in the non-excited core. 
After a short transition energy interval, the initial soliton generation point shifts to the 
excited core for 퐸  > 140 pJ. This is in a good agreement with predicted critical energy 
value of 148 pJ. For brevity, only the results associated with the best switching 
performance are presented.  

 
Figure 10. Simulated dual-core temporal evolution of vertically polarized, 100 fs hyperbolic secant pulse at 

1550 nm for two selected switching energy levels. 
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Figure 10 depicts the temporal propagation maps for a pair of switching energy 
levels (131 pJ / 141 pJ). Extended propagation length of 40 mm is utilized in order to 
illustrate the stability of the dominant soliton. For both selected switching energies, the 
soliton continues to propagate predominantly in the core where it was originally generated 
only with limited energy transfer to the opposite core. Thus, after the compression point 
the soliton remains self-trapped in the relevant fiber core. This is reflected also in the 
overall energies carried in the excited 퐸 (푧) and non-excited 퐸 (푧) core of the fiber and 
gives rise to the mild overall energy switching performance (Figure 11a). 

In order to further focus on the propagation of the dominant soliton, additional 
post-processing of the obtained nonlinear temporal propagation maps was employed. The 
pulse temporal intensity propagation map from the excited 퐼 (푧, 푇)  and non-excited 
퐼 (푧, 푇) core were added together, sliced along the propagation direction by coordinate 
zi (i = 0, 1, … 160) with longitudinal step of 0.25 mm and consecutively fitted by 
hyperbolic secant function in order to track the dominant solitonic pulse. The obtained 
solitonic pulse shape evolution was then normalized to unity separately at every step along 
the propagation direction so that 퐼 (푧 , 푇) = 푠푒푐ℎ (푇/τ(푧 )) which was then used to 
determine the approximate energy carried by the dominant soliton in the individual cores 
as 퐸 ,

(푧 ) = ∫ 퐼 , (푧 , 푇)퐼 (푧 , 푇)푑푇 . Figure 11b depicts the soliton energy 

extinction ratio 퐸 /퐸  between the cores as a function of propagation distance for the 
both selected switching energy levels. By this treatment we evaluate the switching contrast 
only in the time frame corresponding to the main soliton, highlighting the application 
potential of our approach. In the case of further nonlinear processing of the switched 
pulses, the energy content in the broader temporal window has negligible effect compared 
to the dominant soliton. In addition, the relative fraction of the total energy carried by the 
dominant soliton 푅 (푧 ) = [퐸 (푧 ) + 퐸 (푧 )]/[퐸 (푧 ) + 퐸 (푧 )] , as well as the 
pulse-width of the dominant soliton 푇 (푧 ) = 1.763휏(푧 ) is depicted in figure 11.  

Following the initial phase which is the same for 131 pJ and 141 pJ, the soliton 
energy extinction ratio graphs split after roughly 2 mm propagation distance. Due to the 
higher 퐸 , 141 pJ pulse compresses more rapidly, gradually decreasing the coupling 
efficiency. As a result, high-intensity soliton is generated in the excited core, as opposed to 
131 pJ excitation when the coupling remains strong enough to transfer the majority of the 
pulse energy into the non-excited core and the soliton is formed there. After the fission 
point, soliton remains self-trapped in the respective core for extended propagation distance.  

The optimal switching performance is achieved at the fiber length of 10.25 mm 
where the total soliton switching contrast reaches 34.8 dB with relatively good switching 
symmetry from -17.9 dB at 131 pJ to 16.9 dB at 141 pJ. Relative fraction of the total 
energy carried by the soliton decreases rapidly in the initial propagation phase, when 
central part of the input pulse is compressed into the high-intensity soliton while the pulse 
wings continue to propagate in linear regime. After the transition stage associated with 
soliton fission and breakup, the soliton energy fraction 푅 (푧 ) stabilizes around 50 % for 
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푧 > 10  mm at the both switching energies. At the optimal switching distance, the 
dominant soliton carries 64.5 pJ and 66.5 pJ for 131 pJ and 141 pJ excitation, respectively. 
Temporal width of pulse at this point is 15 fs for 131 pJ and 13.2 fs for 141 pJ excitation. 

 
Figure 11. Calculated overall energy extinction ratio (a), soliton energy extinction ratio (b), relative fraction 
of energy carried by soliton (c) and soliton width (d) as a function of propagation distance for two selected 

switching energy levels in the case of 1st core excitation with 100 fs, vertically polarized pulses. 

4.2.2 Horizontal polarization 

For the sake of brevity, the results for horizontal polarization are not explicitly 
presented here. However, qualitatively analogical behavior of soliton self-trapping can be 
observed for horizontal polarization as well. The optimal switching performance is 
achieved at fairly higher energy levels of 159 pJ versus 173 pJ. Nevertheless, achieved 
values are in good agreement with theoretically predicted 푃 ≅ 177 pJ. The increase of 
switching energy levels can be explained in terms of higher 푧 /퐿  ratio value. Since the 
dispersion is virtually the same for the both orthogonal polarizations (Figure 9a), there is 
no significant change in 푧 . On the other hand, coupling length is notably shorter for 
horizontal polarization (Figure 9b). The initial compression distance decreases with the 
rising input pulse energy and switching occurs when 푧 	 reaches 퐿 value. The lower 퐿  
value thus means that the intersection point (푧 	 = 퐿 )at which the soliton generation 
point is switched from the non-excited to excited fiber core is achieved at higher energies.  

The optimal switching performance is achieved for the fiber length of 10.75 mm 
where the total soliton switching contrast reaches 32.4 dB (-14.6 dB vs. 17.8 dB). At the 
optimal switching distance, the dominant soliton carries 72.2 pJ and 74.1 pJ for 159 pJ and 
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173 pJ excitation, respectively. The temporal width of the pulse at the optimal switching 
length is roughly 13 fs for 159 pJ and 9 fs for 173 pJ excitation. Compared to the vertical 
polarization case, soliton with higher temporal compression factor and lower 푅  is 
generated under horizontal polarization. 

5.3.3 Operation at optimized fiber length 

Even though slightly better switching performance can be found at different fiber 
positions for individual polarizations, choosing the intermediate fiber length of 10.5 mm 
allows for simultaneous high-contrast switching for both polarizations. Figure 12 displays 
the evolution of soliton extinction ratio at fixed distance 푧 = 10.5 mm as a function of 
input pulse energy for both orthogonal polarizations. The energy intervals leading to 
generation of self-trapped soliton are indicated by the striped bars on the x-axis. 

Superior performance under vertical polarization is obvious from the smoother 
character of the curve, broader switching energy intervals and lower absolute values of 
switching energies. This highlights importance of the key requirement of this switching 
concept, i.e. 푧 /퐿 ≈1. Mainly due to the longer coupling length, vertical polarization 
yields slightly lower 푧 /퐿  ratio of 5.3, while 푧 /퐿 ≅ 6.4 for horizontal polarization. If 
the relative difference between these two characteristic lengths is increased, as in the case 
of horizontal polarization, the switching performance is worsened due to more complex 
nature of solitonic propagation at increased 푁  level. Besides energy-controlled soliton 
self-trapping switching operation, also high-contrast polarization switching can be 
observed for pulse energies of 129 ± 4 pJ. The best switching performance is achieved for 
퐸 = 128 pJ with total switching contrast of 37.4 dB (-17.7 dB vs. 19.7 dB). 

 
Figure 12. Calculated soliton energy extinction ratio at 10.5 mm propagation distance as a function of input 

pulse energy for two orthogonal polarizations. The energy intervals leading to generation of self-trapped 
soliton are indicated by the striped bars on the x-axis. Polarization switching is indicated by a green arrow. 
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5. Conclusions 

This thesis was devoted to a study of nonlinear transformations of femtosecond 
pulses in dual-core photonic crystal fibers with focus on nonlinear steering of ultrafast 
solitons. The issue was addressed both on a theoretical as well as experimental level. In the 
frame of experimental work, a complex setup enabling selective fiber core excitation and 
registration was developed and constructed. Theoretical part of the study relied on a NLDC 
numerical model based on coupled generalized nonlinear Schrödinger equations solved by 
split-step Fourier method.  

In the first half of the work, experimental and numerical study of nonlinear 
propagation of NIR femtosecond pulses in the special dual-core PCF was performed. 
Interplay between soliton fission processes and inter-core coupling was analyzed with 
focus on ultrafast nonlinear switching. Soliton-based polarization-tunable nonlinear 
switching at multiple non-excitation wavelengths was demonstrated in fiber samples with 
different lengths under excitation with 100 fs, 1650 nm pulses. The best switching 
performance was achieved at optimized fiber length of 14 mm. Depending on the input 
pulse polarization, 9 dB or 15 dB narrowband switching was obtained at 1560 nm or 1730 
nm, respectively, by simple change of the input pulse energies on the order of few nJ. The 
presented results significantly overcome previously demonstrated switching performance 
[22,25] due to optimized excitation wavelength at the flattened dispersion peak of 
DC PCF. Thanks to the optimized excitation, nonlinear soliton switching with record 
contrast has been achieved in significantly shorter DC PCF sample than before, improving 
the overall throughput of the switch. Furthermore, the refined theoretical model provided 
results with good agreement with the experimental data and indicated further space for 
switching performance improvement. The performed complex study allowed for more 
thorough analysis of influence of the key physical processes on the dual-core nonlinear 
field evolution and enabled deeper insight into the DC nonlinear propagation mechanism. 

In the second part of the thesis, a novel ultrafast nonlinear switching concept based 
on soliton self-trapping in the individual cores of DC PCF is introduced. Under certain 
conditions, mutual interplay of solitonic and coupling processes may give rise to nonlinear 
switching of self-trapped soliton, when the output channel (fiber core) of the generated 
soliton can be controlled by the input pulse energy. A systematic numerical study of basic 
aspects influencing the propagation mechanism underlying the switching performance was 
carried out. The comparable magnitude of fiber coupling length and soliton period was 
identified as a key condition for the presented switching concept. With the aim of further 
practical investigation of the concept, a highly-nonlinear DC microstructure is designed 
and optimized with regard to desired linear and nonlinear propagation characteristics. 
Complex temporal-spectral-spatial transformations of 100 fs hyperbolic secant pulse at 
1550 nm in the optimized DC PCF are studied numerically. Depending on the input pulse 
polarization, the single soliton switching with extinction ratio contrast in excess of 30 dB 
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can be achieved at short propagation distances around 1 cm. Besides energy-controlled 
soliton self-trapping switching, the fiber supports also nonlinear polarization switching 
with soliton switching contrast as high as 37.4 dB. The utilized numerical tool includes all 
the generally approved linear and nonlinear propagation effects. Therefore, the results 
provide realistic picture about the possible polarization- and energy-controlled switching 
regimes. The proposed fiber holds a high application potential allowing for efficient 
ultrafast switching of sub-nanojoule pulses at over-Tb/s data rates requiring only about 
1 cm fiber length. Moreover, the suggested switching concept still possesses considerable 
potential for performance improvement by further DC structure refinement. Therefore, it 
holds a promise for a fiber-based soliton switching with a record contrast that is achieved 
at significantly shorter fiber lengths compared to the conventional in-fiber switches based 
on nonlinear optical loop mirror. 
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AFA Publikované pozvané príspevky na zahraničných vedeckých konferenciách 
 

AFA01 Stajanča, Pavol [UKOMFKEFd] (40%) - Buczynski, Ryszard (5%) - Andriukaitis, Giedrius 
(5%) - Balciunas, Tadas (5%) - Fan, Guangyu (5%) - Baltuska, Andrius (5%) - Bugár, Ignác (35%): 
Ultrafast solitonic nonlinear directional couplers utilizingmulticomponent glass dual-core photonic 
crystal fibers 
Lit. 7 zázn., 4 obr. 
In: 16th International Conference on Transparent Optical Networks (ICTON 2014). - Piscataway : 
IEEE, 2014. - Art. No. We.A6.4 [4 s.]. - ISBN 978-1-4799-5601-2 
[ICTON 2014 : International Conference on Transparent Optical Networks. 16th, Graz, 6.-10.7.2014] 
Ohlasy (1): 
[o1] 2015 Roslan, S. M. - Safwan Aziz, M. - Saktioto, Ali, J.: Photonic and or gate by using fiber 
coupler. In: Jurnal Teknologi, Vol. 74, No. 8, 2015, s. 9-13 - SCOPUS 

 
AFC Publikované príspevky na zahraničných vedeckých konferenciách 
 

AFC01 Stajanča, Pavol [UKOMFKEFd] (60%) - Bugár, Ignác [UKOMFKEF] (10%) - Chovan, Jozef 
(10%) - Buczynski, Ryszard (10%) - Uherek, František (10%): Experimental investigation of 
transmission losses in special dual-core microstructured optical fiber 
Lit. 9 zázn., 5 obr. 
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In: MINAP 2012 : Proceedings. - Trento : Institute of Photonics and Nanotechnology, 2012. - S. 197-
200. - ISBN 978-83-7798-020-0 
[MINAP 2012 : Micro- and nano-photonic materials and devices : Conference. Trento, 16.-18.1.2012] 

 
AFC02 Čurilla, Ľubomír [UKOMFKEFd] (60%) - Stajanča, Pavol [UKOMFKEFd] (15%) - Bugár, 
Ignác (15%) - Buczynski, Ryszard (5%) - Uherek, František (5%): Dual-core microstructure optical 
fiber as a potential polarization splitter 
Popis urobený 18.2.2015 
Lit. 5 zázn. 
In: 19th Polish-Slovak-Czech Optical Conference on Wave and Quantum Aspects of Contemporary 
Optics [elektronický zdroj]. - Bellingham : SPIE, 2014. - Art. No. 94411D [11 s.] [online]. - ISBN 978-
1-6284-1556-8 
[Polish-Slovak-Czech Optical Conference on Wave and Quantum Aspects of Contemporary Optics. 
19th, Wojanów Palace, 8.-12.9.2014] 
URL: http://proceedings.spiedigitallibrary.org/volume.aspx?volumeid=16812 
POZNÁMKA: 
Vyšlo aj ako abstrakt - 19th Polish-Slovak-Czech Optical Conference on Wave and Quantum Aspects 
of Contemporary Optics. - [Wroclaw] : [Wroclaw University of Technology], 2014. - S. 142 

 
AFD Publikované príspevky na domácich vedeckých konferenciách 
 

AFD01 Stajanča, Pavol [UKOMFKEFd] (60%) - Michalka, M. (5%) - Pysz, Dariusz (5%) - 
Andriukaitis, Giedrius (5%) - Balciunas, Tadas (5%) - Fan, Guangyu (5%) - Baltuska, Andrius (5%) - 
Bugár, Ignác (10%): Ultrarýchle nelineárne prepínanie v dvojjadrovýchmikroštruktúrnych optických 
vláknach 
Lit. 6 zázn., 3 obr. 
In: Fotonika 2014. - Bratislava : Medzinárodné laserové centrum, 2014. - S. 26-28. - ISBN 978-80-
970493-6-2 
[Fotonika 2014 : výročný vedecký seminár Medzinárodného laserového centra. 9., Senec, 30.-
31.1.2014] 

 
AFD02 Čurilla, Ľubomír [UKOMFKEFd] (40%) - Stajanča, Pavol [UKOMFKEFd] (40%) - Bugár, 
Ignác (10%) - Uherek, František (10%): Dvojjadrové mikroštruktúrne optické vlákno ako polarizačný 
delič a ultrarýchly spektrálny prepínač 
Lit. 5 zázn., 10 obr. 
In: Fotonika 2015. - Bratislava : Medzinárodné laserové centrum, 2015. - S. 28-36. - ISBN 978-80-
970493-7-9 
[Fotonika 2015 : výročný vedecký seminár Medzinárodného laserového centra. 10., Bratislava, 12.-
13.2.2015] 

 
AFE Abstrakty pozvaných príspevkov zo zahraničných konferencií 
 

AFE01 Bugár, Ignác [UKOMFKEF] (30%) - Stajanča, Pavol [UKOMFKEFd] (20%) - Čurilla, 
Ľubomír [UKOMFKEFd] (20%) - Buczynski, Ryszard (10%) - Pysz, Dariusz (10%) - Uherek, 
František (10%): Nonlinear propagation of femtosecond pulses in dual coremicrostructured optical 
fibers 
Lit. 3 zázn. 
In: 18th Czech-Polish-Slovak Optical Conference on Wave and Quantum Aspects of Contemporary 
Optics Book of Abstracts. - Olomouc : Palacky University, 2012. - S. 24. - ISBN 978-80244-3193-2 
[CPS 2012 : Czech-Polish-Slovak Optical Conference on Wave and Quantum Aspects of 
Contemporary Optics. 18th, Ostravice, 3.-7.9.2012] 

 
BEF Odborné práce v domácich zborníkoch (konferenčných aj nekonferenčných) 
 

BEF01 Bugár, Ignác (20%) - Haizer, Ľudovít [UKOMFKEFd] (30%) - Stajanča, Pavol 
[UKOMFKEFd] (20%) - Čurilla, Ľubomír [UKOMFKEFd] (20%) - Lorenc, Dušan (5%) - Velič, 
Dušan (5%): Ultrarýchle spektroskopické procesy v molekulách a mikroštruktúrnych 
optickýchvláknach 
Lit. 5 zázn., 3 obr. 
In: Fotonika 2013. - Bratislava : STU, 2013. - S. 51-54. - ISBN 978-80-970493-5-5 
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[Fotonika 2013 : výročný vedecký seminár Medzinárodného laseroveho centra. 8., Senec, 14.-
15.2.2013] 

 
BEF02 Bugár, Ignác (20%) - Haizer, Ľudovít [UKOMFKEFd] (40%) - Stajanča, Pavol 
[UKOMFKEFd] (40%): Lineárna a nelineárna interakcia svetla s mikro- a nanoštrukturálnou látkou 
Lit. 6 zázn., 3 obr. 
In: Fotonika 2013. - Bratislava : STU, 2013. - S. 11-14. - ISBN 978-80-970493-5-5 
[Fotonika 2013 : výročný vedecký seminár Medzinárodného laseroveho centra. 8., Senec, 14.-
15.2.2013] 

 
BFA Abstrakty odborných prác zo zahraničných podujatí (konferencie, ...) 
 

BFA01 Stajanča, Pavol [UKOMFKEFd] (60%) - Bugár, Ignác (10%) - Čurilla, Ľubomír 
[UKOMFKEFd] (10%) - Michalka, Miroslav (10%) - Buczynski, Ryszard (5%) - Uherek, František 
(5%): Nonlinear transformations of ultra short pulses in dual-core microstructuredoptical fiber made of 
multicomponent glass 
In: 22nd International Laser Physics Workshop [elektronický zdroj]. - Prague : IoP AS CR, 2013. - 
nestr., 1 s. [CD-ROM] 
[LPHYS 2013 : International Laser Physics Workshop. 22nd, Prague, 15.-19.7.2013] 
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